Motorcraft® parts specifically for Ford and Lincoln vehicles

- All replaced components are Original Equipment
- Motorcraft® rack and pinion gears are designed specifically for each vehicle, maintaining OE vehicle steering effort and feel. No “consolidated” part numbers
- A Magnaflux® inspection process is used to find micro cracks on critical components prior to remanufacturing
- Motorcraft® does not straighten racks during the remanufacturing process. Racks that do not meet stringent inspection requirements are replaced
- Motorcraft® remanufactured rack and pinion gears are the ONLY remanufactured gears eligible for warranty replacement on new vehicles
- All seals and boots are replaced, regardless of condition, with new OE parts
- 100% “No Risk” core credit regardless of return condition
- Components are perfectly cleaned and not painted, which can hide flaws

Limited labor costs. See seller for warranty details.
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